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Abstract. The seeding effect of upper clouds on lower clouds affects the evolution of clouds, especially the
seeding from upper ice clouds on lower stratiform clouds or convective clouds, which can stimulate the pre-
cipitation of lower clouds and even produce extreme precipitation. When seeders of the seeding cloud enter the
feeding cloud, the interaction between cloud particles results in the change in macro- and micro-parameters of the
feeding cloud. Based on the observation data of a ground-based Ka-band millimeter-wave cloud radar (MMCR)
and microwave radiometer (MWR) in spring and autumn from 2021 to 2022, the seeder–feeder phenomenon
among double-layer clouds in Xi’an, China, is studied. The study on 11 cases of seeder–feeder processes shows
that the processes can be divided into three types by defining the height difference (HD) between the seeding
cloud base and the feeding cloud top and the effective seeding depth (ESD). Through analysis of the reflectivity
factor (Z) and the radial velocity (Vr) of cloud particles detected by the MMCR and on the retrieved cloud dynam-
ics parameters (vertical velocity of airflow, Va, and terminal velocity of cloud particles, Vf), it is shown that the
reflectivity factor and particle terminal velocity in the cloud are significantly enhanced during the seeder–feeder
period for the three types of processes. But the enhancement magnitudes of the three seeder–feeder processes are
different. The results also show that the impact of seeding on the feeding cloud is limited. The lower the height
and thinner the thickness of the HD, the lower the height and thicker the thickness of the ESD. On the contrary,
the higher the height and the thicker the thickness of the HD, the higher the height and the thinner the thickness
of the ESD.

1 Introduction

Natural ice crystals in upper clouds can be the source of
seeders for lower clouds (Korolev et al., 1999; Heymsfield
et al., 2013; Myagkov et al., 2016; Cheng et al., 2020; Wang
et al., 2023). This seeder–feeder process is able to promote
the development of the lower clouds even to stimulate ex-
treme precipitation (Choularton et al., 1986; Locatelli al.,
1983; Robichaud et al., 1988; Fernández-González et al.,
2015; Ramelli et al., 2021). The seeder–feeder process is a
phenomenon whereby ice crystals as the seeder from the up-
per clouds fall into the lower clouds or the lower-lying part
of the same clouds, which is liquid, ice or mixed phase (Hall

et al., 1976; Korolev et al., 2003; Geerts et al., 2015; Lowen-
thal et al., 2019). When ice crystals meet lower cloud droplets
in the ice phase or in a supercooled-water state, they grow
by riming or vapor deposition via the Wegener–Bergeron–
Findeisen process vapor (Bergeron, 1935; He et al., 2022).
Therefore, it is important to understand the seeder–feeder
process, and doing so can be helpful to improve the repre-
sentation of cloud processes in weather and climate mod-
els, to improve weather forecasts of precipitation, and ulti-
mately to reduce uncertainty in climate simulations (Hong
et al., 2012; Proske et al., 2021). The seeder–feeder process
has been studied through observations and simulations in op-
erations of artificial precipitation enhancement, and distinct
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changes in both cloud and precipitation properties have been
found (French et al., 2018; Ramelli et al., 2021; Dong et al.,
2021).

Historically, Braham (1967) noted the natural phe-
nomenon of ice crystals from the upper cirrus clouds acting
as seeders for ice formation in warmer clouds below. It was
found that not only cirrus but also altocumulus and altostra-
tus, which contain ice crystals, may act as the seeding clouds.
In the 1980s in China, Hong et al. (2012) established a cloud
model that simulated the formation of stratiform clouds. In
the model, the seeder–feeder process was emphasized. Sub-
sequently, this cloud seeding process through sedimenting
ice crystals has been observed in a multitude of remote sens-
ing and aircraft campaigns. Seifert et al. (2014) and He et al.
(2022) estimated the occurrence frequency of natural cloud
seeding through analyzing their lidar datasets. Furthermore,
a regional occurrence frequency of the seeder–feeder process
in the Arctic was estimated by Vassel et al. (2019). They
pointed out that the seeder–feeder process usually happened
within multi-layer clouds, which was observed by radiosonde
and radar in Svalbard. Using the DARDAR satellite products
and sublimation calculations, Proske et al. (2021) also stud-
ied the occurrence frequency of cloud seeding in Switzer-
land and found the high occurrence frequency of seeding
situations with the survival of the ice crystals. The micro-
physical parameters of the seeder–feeder process appear-
ing within mixed-phase clouds have been investigated us-
ing ground-based remote sensing instruments (Ramelli et al.,
2021). However, there is still a lack of the specific charac-
teristics, such as the height difference between the seeding
cloud base and the feeding cloud top (HD) and the effective
seeding depth (ESD), to represent the feature of the seeder–
feeder process. In the meantime, the characteristics of air ver-
tical motion particle terminal velocity inside clouds during
the seeder–feeder process are still poorly understood.

The nature of the seeder–feeder process within clouds is
not well documented in the literature (Hill et al., 2007; Purdy
et al., 2005; He et al., 2022). The main reason for this is that
the effects of the seeder–feeder process are not easy to mea-
sure because several cloud layers need to be able to be moni-
tored simultaneously with high vertical and temporal resolu-
tion. The active instrument of the Ka-band millimeter-wave
cloud radar (MMCR), a useful tool for cloud observations,
can detect multiple cloud layers directly, which allows mea-
surement of the seeder–feeder process (Ramelli et al., 2021;
Proske et al., 2021). The Doppler spectra recorded by the
MMCR can be used to retrieve the vertical airflow velocity
and the terminal velocity of cloud particles and to obtain in-
formation on particle types (Luke et al., 2013; Shupe et al.,
2008; Kollias et al., 2002, 2011). However, such direct obser-
vations of ice crystal formation and evolution in the seeder–
feeder process are limited (French et al., 2018).

In this study, the seeder–feeder process happening be-
tween bilayer stratiform clouds in Xi’an is investigated using
the observation data from the MMCR, a microwave radiome-

ter (MWR) and a radiosonde from January 2021 to December
2022. In this paper, following the above review of the study
status of the seeder–feeder process, the instruments used and
methods associated with datasets are introduced briefly. Then
through a case style, analysis of the seeder–feeder process
measured by the MMCR is carried out to expose the evo-
lution mechanism of seeding and feeding clouds. The main
results and conclusions will be represented by statistics with
2 years of data.

2 Instruments and methods

The instruments used in this study are the MMCR, MWR,
radiosonde, and raindrop spectrometer (RDS). The MMCR
is a Doppler vertically pointing cloud profile radar with a
solid-state transmitter. The main parameters of the MMCR
are shown in Table 1. The MMCR can observe the reflec-
tivity factor (Z), radial velocity (Vr), spectral width (σv) and
Doppler spectrum. These parameters can be used to retrieve
cloud dynamic parameters, such as cloud particle terminal
velocity and vertical airflow velocity inside the cloud (Liu
et al., 2019; Di et al., 2022). Because of the advantages of the
solid-state transmitter, the MMCR is small in size, long-lived
and good in terms of reliability, so it provides reliable obser-
vation data for this study. Due to the MMCR having a certain
penetrating ability in clouds, it can detect the structure varia-
tion in a multi-layer cloud system, so the phenomenon of the
seeder–feeder process in a multi-layer cloud system can be
measured, which is an important reason for us to choose this
instrument in this study.

The MWR includes 21 water vapor channels (distributed
in the K band, that is, 22–31 GHz), 14 air temperature chan-
nels (distributed in the V band, that is, 51–59 GHz) and 1 in-
frared channel. The observation data of the MWR can be
used to retrieve the profiles of atmospheric temperature (T ,
K) and relative humidity (RH, %), integrated water vapor
content (Vint, mm) and integrated liquid water content (Lqint,
mm). Below the height of 2 km, the root mean square error
(RMSE) of temperature measurement is less than 1 K, and
it is less than 1.8 K above 2 km height. The RMSE of rela-
tive humidity is less than 15 %, and the RMSE of Vint is less
than 4 mm. Table 2 lists the major technical parameters of the
MWR.

The above instruments are placed at the Jinghe Na-
tional Meteorological Station (34°26′ N, 108°58′ E; Fig. 1)
in Xi’an, Shaanxi Province, China, which is located near
the north bank of the Wei River in the Guanzhong Basin
(between 33°42′–34°45′ N, 107°40′–109°49′ E; about 400 m
above sea level) in the middle of the Yellow River basin. The
Qin Mountains on the south side of the Wei River often block
the cold air moving southward in winter and spring and pro-
duce stable stratiform clouds in the Guanzhong Plain, which
provides a natural experimental site to study the seeder–
feeder phenomenon in bilayer stratiform clouds. The dis-
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Table 1. Major technical parameters of the MMCR.

Order Items Technical specifications

1 Radar system Coherent, pulsed Doppler; solid-state transmit-
ter; and pulse compression

2 Radar frequency 35 GHz± 200 MHz (Ka band)

3 Antenna aperture ≥ 1.6 m

4 Horizontal and vertical beam width 0.4 and 0.4° beam width

5 Antenna gain 53 dB

6 Pulse repeat frequency 8000 Hz

7 Peak power ≥ 20 W

8 Parameters detected
Detection capability

Z, Vr, σv and Doppler spectrum
≤−35 dBz at 5 km

9 Range of detection Height: 0.15 to 15 km
Reflectivity factor: −45 to +30 dBz
Radial velocity: −15 to 15 ms−1

Spectral width: 0 to 15 ms−1

10 Spatial and temporal resolutions Temporal resolution: 5 s
Height resolution: 30 m

11 Pulse width 1, 5 and 20 µs

tance between the MMCR and MWR is less than 5 m, and
the distance between other instruments is less than 50 m.
The Jinghe National Meteorological Station is also the na-
tional meteorological sounding station. Sounding balloons
are launched every day at 07:15 and 19:15 CST (China stan-
dard time, also known as Beijing time – BJT) to detect atmo-
spheric temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and wind
direction from the ground to an altitude of 30 km in the sta-
tion (Görsdorf et al., 2015; Vassel et al., 2019; Yuan et al.,
2022a). The collaborative detection of the above instruments
provides effective data support for investigating the seeder–
feeder process in clouds in this study.

As the MMCR adopts vertical upward mode observation,
its echo signal will not be affected by ground clutter, which
reduces errors in the terrain clutter in observation data. How-
ever, due to the influence of aerosol and insects in the lower
atmosphere, there will be non-cloud signals in the bottom
echo signal of the MMCR. The non-cloud echo signals in the
low-level atmosphere have the characteristics of a small re-
flectivity factor, low radial velocity and large spectral width.
To further eliminate interfering wave information, we obtain
the data quality control threshold by counting the characteris-
tic changes in planktonic echoes in the boundary layer under
cloud-free conditions (Yuan et al., 2022b). The Doppler spec-
trum from the MMCR includes the information of the cloud
particle size and the air vertical motion. The Doppler spec-
trum is also affected by radar beam width, wind shear and at-
mospheric turbulence. Therefore, radiosonde data combined

with the MMCR hardware parameters are used to correct the
broadening of the Doppler spectra and improve the accuracy
of the retrieved vertical velocity of airflow (Va) and the parti-
cle terminal velocity (Vf) in clouds (Shupe et al., 2008, 2005;
Kollias et al., 2001, 2002).

To calculate the vertical velocity of the airflow in the cloud
more accurately, the cloud phase state needs to be judged.
The terminal velocity of cloud particles varies due to the in-
fluence of the phase state, which in turn affects the magnitude
of vertical airflow velocity. Cloud-particle-phase identifica-
tion adopts the cluster analysis method (Shupe, 2007). The
specific process takes the cloud reflectivity factor, particle
radial velocity and spectral width measured by the MMCR
and atmospheric temperature measured by the MWR as in-
put parameters for cloud-phase identification. Through un-
supervised learning (Yuan et al., 2022c), cloud particles of
different phase states in the cloud are identified, such as
warm clouds, mixed phase (ice-dominated phase or water-
dominated phase), ice, snow, supercooled water, drizzle, rain
and graupel particles.

In the identified ice particle region and mixed-phase re-
gion of stratiform clouds, the turbulence inside the cloud is
very small and can be ignored, and the left endpoint of the
Doppler spectrum represents the information of the small-
est particle detected by the radar. If the particle size is small
enough to ignore its terminal velocity, the left endpoint of the
Doppler spectra can be used to retrieve vertical airflow ve-
locity, that is, the small-particle tracer method (Shupe et al.,
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Table 2. Major technical parameters of the MWR.

Order Items Technical specifications

1 Range of detection 0–10 km

2 Height resolution ≤ 25 m (0–500 m)
≤ 50 m (500–2000 m)
≤ 250 m (2–10 km)

3 Layering ≥ 83 layers

4 Channel frequency K band: 22–31 GHz
V band: 51–59 GHz

5 Number of channels Number of water vapor channels: 12
Number of temperature channels: 14
Number of infrared channels: 1

6 Absolute brightness temperature accuracy ≤ 1.0 K

7 RMSE of temperature profile ≤ 1.8 K, range > 2 km
≤ 1.0 K, range ≤ 2 km

8 RMSE of relative humidity ≤ 15 %

9 RMSE of Vint vapor ≤ 4 mm

2008). In this study, the echo intensity of−21 dBZ is used as
the threshold for the radar detection volume containing small
particles. When the echo intensity is less than −21 dBZ, it
can be assumed that the particle size is small enough to be
used as the tracer particle to retrieve vertical airflow velocity.
Meanwhile, if the spectral width is less than 0.4 ms−1, it is
assumed that the turbulence is small and can be ignored. In
the identified supercooled-water region, the peak position of
the liquid cloud particle is used to obtain the vertical velocity
of airflow (Wei et al., 2019). When it drizzles, the Doppler
spectra of the MMCR usually show the bimodal distribution,
and the vertical velocity of the airflow in the cloud can be
obtained by the bimodal position of the liquid cloud particles
(Wei et al., 2019; Luke et al., 2013). The radial velocity is the
combination of the particle terminal velocity and the air ver-
tical motion. Therefore, the cloud particle terminal velocity
can be obtained by subtracting the vertical airflow velocity
from the radial velocity. The terminal velocity of cloud parti-
cles and the vertical velocity of airflow are important param-
eters in analyzing the seeder–feeder process. Based on the
observation data of the MMCR from 2021 to 2022 (a total
of 10 363 h), the seeder–feeder process of the bilayer cloud
system (ice phase in upper cloud and mixed-phase cloud in
lower cloud) is analyzed below.

3 Parameter definition and case analysis

To conveniently and clearly analyze the seeder–feeder pro-
cess of bilayer clouds in Xi’an and find how the upper seed-
ing clouds seed the lower feeding clouds, we have chosen
observation data from the MMCR and MWR in winter and

spring, as most of the clouds in these seasons are stable strat-
iform clouds. The first step is to define the relevant param-
eters to describe the characteristics of the bilayer clouds,
such as the top height of the seeding cloud (THSC), the base
height of the seeding cloud (BHSC) and the top height of the
feeding cloud (THFC). The height difference (HD) between
the BHSC and THFC is also defined. The HD can directly
display one of the geometric features of the bilayer clouds.
The heights of cloud top and base are determined from radar
echo signals. Before determining the two heights, the clut-
ter mixed in the signals observed by the MMCR was filtered
out. The sensitivity threshold of the radar used in this study
is −40 dBZ, which is sufficient for accurately observing the
positions of the cloud base and cloud top (Yuan et al., 2022a).

A period of stable time from the moment when the sta-
ble double-layer cloud appears until the start of seeding is
denoted as t1, the moment when the seeding cloud begins
to seed is marked as T0, the length of the time period of
the seeding is denoted as t2 and the period after the end of
the seeding but with the lower part of the feeding cloud still
showing development changes in the reflectivity factor is la-
beled as t3 (which is called the duration of the seeding ef-
fect). Usually, the cloud base or cloud top is not flat enough.
However, as our study focuses on stable stratiform clouds,
the cloud top and cloud base observed in these cases are rela-
tively flat. The THSC is the average height of the seed cloud
top during the observation period, the BHSC is the average
height of the seeder cloud base during the t1 period and the
THFC is the average height of the feeder cloud top during
the t1 period.
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Table 3. Values of the defined parameters for the seeder–feeder process shown by Fig. 2.

Parameters THSC BHSC THFC HD t1 t2 t3
(km) (km) (km) (km) (min) (min) (min)

Values 8.2 5.1 4.3 0.85 40.2 98.2 44

Figure 1. Geographical coverage around observation site (33–
39° N, 104°10′–111°40′ E). The red dot indicates the location of the
Jinghe National Meteorological Station in Xi’an (33°42′–34°45′ N,
107°40′–109°49′ E).

Figure 2 shows the cloud reflectivity factor and radial ve-
locity detected by the MMCR from 23:00 CST on 5 Febru-
ary 2022 to 04:00 CST on 6 February 2022. The reflectivity
factor (in Fig. 2a) clearly shows the seeder–feeder process.
During the period from 00:40 to 02:20 CST, cloud particles
of the upper cloud fell into the top of the lower cloud. This
is confirmed by the cloud particle radial velocity (in Fig. 2b),
which shows that the cloud particles during the period were
all sinking, and the sinking velocity was about −1 ms−1.
The above-defined parameters are marked in Fig. 2a. This
figure also shows that the bilayer clouds are stable during
this period, with the THSC at 8 km, BHSC at 5.5 km, THFC
at 4.2 km and HD at 0.85 km. The seeding process lasted for
about 98.2 min (t2), and the feeding cloud development dura-
tion reached more than 2 h 30 min. Before the seeder–feeder
process of the bilayer clouds, only 40 min (t1) was consid-
ered to cover the earlier state of the clouds. Table 3 records
detailed information on these parameters.

In order to reveal the variation characteristics of the cloud
system during this seeder–feeder process, the spectral width
of cloud particles, the vertical airflow velocity and the ter-

minal velocity of cloud particles are first calculated from the
signals of the Doppler spectra detected by the MMCR (in
Fig. 3, positive values indicate being away from radar and
negative values indicate pointing to the ground). Figure 3a
shows that the spectral width was small, indicating that the
cloud particle radial velocity detected by the MMCR was rel-
atively stable, which also indicates that the airflow inside bi-
layer clouds was stable. The maximum value of the spec-
tral width was approximately 0.6 ms−1, which was mainly
located at the top of the seeding and feeding clouds (espe-
cially at the beginning of the feeding cloud) and at the lower
part between the seeding and the feeding clouds during the
seeding period (that is, the top of the feeding clouds). In addi-
tion, the feeding clouds showed changes in the t3 period after
seeding; that is, the feeding cloud top height rose slightly (in
Fig. 2a) and the spectral width increased at the cloud top re-
gion, which indicated that the radial velocity at this region
changed greatly during the t3 period. This is probably be-
cause of latent heat release by the phase transition in the
seeding clouds during the seeder–feeder process, which is
fed back in the dynamic process and then increases the ver-
tical velocity of the airflow inside the cloud. This position
in Fig. 3b indeed indicates that the vertical velocity of the
airflow was relatively large (0.5–2 ms−1). Figure 3b shows
that weak upward movement (0.5–2 ms−1) prevails in the
seeding and the feeding clouds, which is consistent with the
dynamic structure characteristics of stable stratiform clouds
(Hou et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2022) in winter and spring in
Xi’an. The maximum vertical velocity of airflow was located
at the junction of upper and lower clouds, the top and base
of seeding cloud, and the top of feeding clouds in the t3 pe-
riod. During the seeding period, there was a large upward air
movement (up to 1.5 ms−1) in the middle and lower regions
of the feeding clouds. There was rarely large-scale and pro-
longed upward and downward air movement in the seeding
and feeding clouds, but alternating upward and downward
movement occurred.

Figure 3c clearly shows the terminal velocity of cloud par-
ticles, which was in the range of −1 to −4 ms−1 during
the seeding process (the negative values represent the down-
ward movement in Fig. 3c), but most of the velocity values
were less than 2.5 ms−1. During this seeding process, 00:45–
01:50 CST and 02:00–02:20 CST were two significant seed-
ing periods, and the maximum terminal velocity of cloud par-
ticles was about 4 ms−1 in the last period, which indicates
a large cloud particle size. According to the cloud phase in
Fig. 4, the particles were snowflakes in the cloud seeding
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Figure 2. The variations with time for profiles of both the cloud reflectivity factor (a) and the radial velocity (b) detected by the MMCR
from 23:00 CST on 5 February 2022 to 04:00 CST on 6 February 2022 (positive values according to the color bar represent ascending motion
and negative values represent sinking motion). The THSC and BHSC are the cloud top height and cloud base height of the seeding cloud,
the THFC is the cloud top height of the feeding cloud, and the HD is the height difference between the BHSC and THFC. T0 is the moment
when the seeding cloud began to seed, t1 is the stable time period before the seeding cloud began to seed, t2 is the length of time from the
beginning to end of the seeding and t3 is the period after the end of the seeding but when the reflectivity factor in the feeding cloud is still
developing.

Figure 3. The spectral width of cloud particles (a), the vertical velocity of the airflow (b) and the terminal velocity of cloud particles (c)
based on the retrieval from the MMCR (positive values represent ascending motion, and negative values represent sinking motion).

and feeding areas. The particle size is related to the shape of
snowflakes and the terminal velocity, so it is difficult to accu-
rately quantify particle size. The relations of snow particles
and diameter were studied in Tao et al. (2020). Based on the
relationship between particle velocity and diameter, it can be
inferred that the diameters of the snow particles in the clouds
were distributed between 1 and 6 mm and most of them were
below 3 mm. In the areas unaffected by the seeding (except

for the bottom area of the lower clouds during the period of
23:00–00:10 CST), the particle terminal velocity was small,
less than 1.5 ms−1. This all indicates that the seeding had a
significant enhancing effect on the particle diameter of the
feeding clouds.

According to Table 3, the HD between seeding and feed-
ing clouds was 0.85 km. If the sinking speed of cloud parti-
cles was at −1 ms−1 (in Fig. 2b), it took about 14 min for
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Figure 4. The variations in cloud phase (a), water vapor flux (b), and integrated water vapor content (Vint, shown by the black line) and
integrated liquid water content (Lqint, shown by the orange line) (c) with time from the MMCR and MWR.

cloud particles to fall from the seeding cloud base to the
feeding cloud top. In addition, Figs. 2 and 3 show that the
seeding ends at 02:20 CST, but Fig. 3c shows that after this
time, cloud particles still sink (sinking velocity was approxi-
mately−0.5 ms−1 at 02:45 CST) onto the feeding cloud top.
It is likely that the MMCR is limited in its sensitivity to de-
tect smaller particles and cannot clearly show the reflectively
factor of them. The above results indicate that the sinking-
motion region of the cloud particle can be used to identify
the seeding cloud effectively. Anyway, the above gives an im-
portant conclusion; i.e., after seeding, the feeding cloud top
rose slightly, which may have been the result of latent heat
release. The sinking-motion region of particles can directly
characterize the seeding process.

Using the observation data of the MMCR and MWR, the
cloud phase state, the water vapor structure, and the total
amount of liquid water and water vapor in the column can
be retrieved. Figure 4a shows that seeding clouds consisted
of ice and snow, and seeding was caused by sinking ice par-
ticles. Before seeding, the particles in the feeding cloud were
basically in the mixed phase, there was a thin layer of su-
percooled water in the middle and upper part of the cloud,
and snow particles appeared at the base of the cloud for a
short time after 00:10 CST. Before seeding, the larger down-
ward radial velocity (in Fig. 2b) was detected in the lower
part of the seeding cloud, which indicates that the cloud pro-
cess transformed from ice to snow with large particle diame-
ters. Snowflakes, as seeders, fell into the mixed-phase cloud
containing supercooled water, so the Wegener–Bergeron–
Findeisen effect or accretion occurred. That process caused
the supercooled water in the mixed-phase cloud to rapidly

transform into ice. Because it takes time for particles to fall,
the seeding continued to the middle and lower parts of the
feeding clouds, and snow was maintained for a long time
(throughout the entire t3 period). In the top region of the
unaffected feeding cloud, the cloud phase remained as su-
percooled water, which is consistent with Shupe’s (2007) ob-
servation results. The temperature of the supercooled-water
layer was approximately −20 °C, while that of the seeding
cloud top was close to −40 °C. From Fig. 4, it can be seen
that the instantaneous water vapor flux of the seeding clouds
was smaller than that of the feeding clouds, and the bot-
tom layer of the feeding clouds had instantaneous water va-
por flux greater than 20 gm−2 s−1, indicating that the lower
layer of the atmosphere had high humidity during the seeder–
feeder process in the bilayer stratiform clouds.

The temporal variation in the column water vapor and col-
umn liquid water given by the MWR (in Fig. 4c) showed
that both rapidly increased from t1 before seeding to the be-
ginning of seeding and rapidly decreased after seeding. Be-
fore the second intense seeding, the column water vapor and
column liquid water content increased rapidly and then de-
creased with the end of seeding. This process can be un-
derstood as follows: when the ice-phase particles from the
seeding cloud entered the supercooled water of the feeding
cloud top, the Wegener–Bergeron–Findeisen effect or accre-
tion was triggered and the liquid particles were rapidly trans-
formed into ice-phase particles, which led to the reduction in
liquid water content in the column. The above results illus-
trate that the seeders from the seeding clouds caused change
in the cloud phase state in the feeding clouds, thus reducing
the water vapor and liquid water in the column. The rapid in-
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crease in water vapor and liquid water in the column before
seeding was related to the change in the atmospheric envi-
ronment at that time, which still needs to be studied in detail.

According to the radar formula, the echo signal intensity is
proportional to the sixth square of the cloud particle diame-
ter. A cloud particle with a larger diameter has a larger falling
velocity under the action of gravity. To reveal the relationship
between the particle diameter and echo signal in the seeder–
feeder process, the statistical classification method of equal
samples was adopted. All signal values (reflectivity factor,
radial velocity, spectral width, particle terminal velocity, and
vertical airflow velocity) were reordered according to their
corresponding reflectivity factor from small to large and then
compared in the equal sample. For example, the first 33 %,
middle 33 % and last 33 % of the samples were arithmeti-
cally averaged to obtain the mean reflecting the weak, mod-
erate and strong values, respectively. This has the advantage
of avoiding the defect of large and small arithmetic averages
canceling each other out. Following this principle, the reflec-
tivity factors of t1, t2 and t3 were arranged in ascending or-
der, and the corresponding parameters of cloud particles were
also sorted with the order of the reflectivity factor. Then the
arithmetic average was performed according to the first 33 %,
middle 33 % and last 33 % of the samples. The average pro-
files representing weak echo, moderate echo and strong echo
were obtained (in Fig. 5a1, a2 and a3), and the correspond-
ing average profiles of the cloud particle parameter for the
three intensity echoes were also obtained: the corresponding
average profiles of radial velocity (in Fig. 5b1, b2 and b3),
average profiles of spectral width (in Fig. 5c1, c2 and c3),
average profiles of particle terminal velocity (in Fig. 5d1, d2
and d3) and average profiles of vertical airflow velocity (in
Fig. 5e1, e2 and e3).

The upper panels of Fig. 5 show that there were obvious
differences (in Fig. 5a1) between the profiles of the weak,
moderate and strong reflectivity factor of the seeding clouds
and feeding clouds before the seeding (in t1 period), but in
general, the average profiles of the three kinds of echo in-
tensity show that the reflectivity factor increased with the
decrease in detection height, the values of the profiles were
relatively small (all less than 0 dBZ) and the variance was
also small. However, the profiles of the cloud particle radial
velocity (in Fig. 5b1), spectral width (in Fig. 5c1), particle
terminal velocity (in Fig. 5d1) and vertical airflow velocity
(in Fig. 5e1) corresponding to the average profiles of the
three intensity reflectivity factors basically coincided, and
they did not show significant changes in these parameters
caused by differences in reflectivity factors. This indicates
that the cloud particle states (radial velocity, spectral width,
particle terminal velocity and vertical velocity of airflow) of
the seeding and feeding clouds in the t1 period were uni-
formly distributed at different intensity echoes; that is, the
upper and lower cloud systems were stable before seeding
and the cloud particle diameter was mainly small.

The middle panel of Fig. 5 represents the average pro-
files of each parameter in the seeding period (t2). Figure 5a2
shows that the difference between the average profiles of the
reflectivity factor for the three kinds of echo intensity was
greater than that before seeding. In particular, the profiles
of the moderate and strong reflectivity factor in the figure
increased significantly, reaching the maximum of 15 dBZ,
which indicates that the diameter distribution of cloud parti-
cles varied significantly during seeding in the bilayer cloud.
Compared with before seeding, the reflectivity factor of the
lower part of the seeding cloud (5.4–6.2 km) increased sig-
nificantly, from the initial range of−20 to−5 dBZ to−10 to
10 dBZ. The absolute values of radial velocity (in Fig. 5b2)
and the terminal velocity of cloud particles (in Fig. 5d2) in-
creased significantly, reaching ∼ 0.8 ms−1 and ∼ 1.3 ms−1

before falling into the feeding clouds. These changes in seed-
ing cloud particles produced the seeding effect. The spec-
tral widths of feeding clouds p (Fig. 5c2) corresponding to
the three intensity reflectivity factors did not coincide, which
changed significantly with particle distribution or types. For
the strong-reflectivity-factor profile, from the top of the seed-
ing clouds to the lower part of the feeding clouds at the height
of 2 km, the reflectivity factor increased rapidly with the de-
crease in the detection height. The corresponding radial ve-
locity and particle terminal velocity increased (i.e., the de-
scending velocity increased), reaching a maximum of 0.9 and
2 ms−1, respectively, and the vertical airflow velocity also
increased, reaching a maximum of 1 ms−1. Those values in-
dicate that the large particles in the seeding clouds had a
great effect on the feeding clouds. For the weak-reflectivity-
factor profile of bilayer clouds, the average reflectivity factor
changes little compared with that before seeding, indicating
that the seeding effect of small cloud droplets corresponding
to such weak echoes was small. Figure 5 also shows that dur-
ing the seeding period, the reflectivity factor of the middle
and upper part of the feeding clouds increased significantly
after the seeders were injected into the feeding clouds, espe-
cially in the case of strong and moderate intensity, indicating
that the middle and upper part of the feeding cloud particle
diameter became significantly larger, which was clearly an
expression of the seeding effect.

With the end of seeding (bottom panels in Fig. 5), the re-
flectivity factor of the upper and middle part of the seeding
clouds decreased significantly to less than ∼ 0 dBZ. The re-
flectivity factor of the lower part of the feeding clouds in-
creased, reaching a maximum of ∼ 8 dBZ at the height of
1.5–2 km, which reveals that the seeding effect developed to
the lower part of the feeding clouds. In general, the distribu-
tions of the profiles of the strong, moderate and weak reflec-
tivity factor in feeding clouds were concentrated after seed-
ing, indicating that the cloud particle diameter became more
uniform, which was obviously different from the case before
and during seeding. Therefore, the profiles of cloud particle
radial velocity, spectral width, particle terminal velocity and
vertical airflow velocity corresponding to the strong, moder-
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Figure 5. The mean profiles of the reflectivity factor (a1–a3), radial velocity (b1–b3), spectral width (c1–c3), particle terminal velocity
(d1–d3) and vertical velocity of the airflow (e1–e3) during the t1 (upper), t2 (middle) and t3 (bottom) periods, respectively. In the figure, the
cyan line, blue line and red line represent the average of the first 33 %, the middle 33 % and the last 33 % of the sample, respectively The
solid line represents the mean, and the shaded area of the corresponding color is the variance.

Figure 6. (a) The autocorrelation coefficient profile between the cloud particle terminal velocity and reflectivity factor at each range gate
from top to bottom in the bilayer cloud in the t2 period. (b) The non-autocorrelation coefficient profile between the average descending
terminal velocity in the HD region and reflectivity factor at each range gate in the t2 period. (c) The autocorrelation coefficient profile and
(d) the correlation coefficient profile in the t3 period.
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ate and weak reflectivity factor basically coincided, since the
reflectivity factor, radial velocity, and particle terminal ve-
locity reflect the particle diameter and since spectral width
reflects the particle diameter distribution and particle kinds.
After the end of seeding, the cloud particle diameter distri-
bution and particle velocity of the bilayer cloud during the
t3 period may have reached a relatively balanced and sta-
ble state through the complex microphysical and dynamic
interactions during the t2 period. However, the reflectivity
factor of the feeding clouds during the t3 period reached a
maximum (−8 dBZ) in the lower layer (1–2 km) and the cor-
responding radial velocity and particle terminal velocity of
cloud particles also reached a maximum (1 and ∼ 2 ms−1,
respectively), indicating that the seeding effect continued at
the lower part of the feeding clouds although seeding has
ended at the top of the feeding clouds. The key takeaway
from Fig. 5 is that the reflectivity factor (related to the cloud
particle diameter) and the descending velocity of cloud par-
ticles increased within a certain depth of the feeding cloud
during the seeding period. After the end of seeding, there
was a seeding continuation period in the middle and lower
part of the feeding clouds.

To understand the effect of seeding clouds on feeding
clouds, the correlation coefficient between the cloud parti-
cle terminal velocity and reflectivity factor was calculated
statistically. Firstly, the correlation coefficient between the
terminal velocity of cloud particles during the t2 and t3 peri-
ods and the corresponding reflectivity factor (called the auto-
correlation coefficient because the terminal velocity of cloud
particles has a certain relationship with the size of the cloud
particles, while the reflectivity factor is proportional to the
sixth power of the particle diameter) was calculated. There-
fore, the cloud particle terminal velocity is not independent
of the reflectivity factor. The obtained autocorrelation co-
efficient profile during the seeding period (t2) is shown in
Fig. 6a, which indicates that as the detection height decreased
from the middle of the seeding clouds (6 km) to the middle
and lower part of the feeding clouds (2.5 km), the autocorre-
lation coefficient increased from 0 to 0.8; that is, the positive
correlation between the cloud particle terminal velocity and
the reflectivity factor increased continuously. The reflectivity
factor also increased with the decrease in altitude (from −5
to 5 dBZ), illustrating that the reflectivity factor and termi-
nal velocity of cloud particles increased with the decrease
in height, from which may be inferred that the diameter of
cloud particles also increased with the decrease in height.
Their correlation coefficients increased, which indicates that
the particle diameter was constantly increasing because of
seeding. When the correlation coefficient started to decrease,
it indicated that the particle diameter also started to decrease,
and the influence of the seeding began to weaken or transfer
to other positions. Therefore, the position with the highest
correlation coefficient is defined as the final position in the
feeding cloud affected by seeding. Therefore, the effective
seeding depth (ESD) is defined as the height difference from

the top height of the feeding clouds down to the height of the
maximum correlation coefficient, which represents the influ-
ence of the seeders on the feeding clouds in the t2 period. In
this case, the ESD was about 1.6 km. In the ESD region, the
reflectivity factor increased with the decrease in the detection
height, so the cloud particle diameter also increased rapidly
with the decrease in height; the correlation in the middle and
lower part of the ESD region is where the seeding effect was
the most intense. In the upper part of the ESD region (i.e., the
top of the feeding clouds), the reflectivity factor was slightly
smaller (less than 3 dBZ) and the correlation coefficient was
also smaller (less than 0.2), indicating that the upper cloud
particle diameter of the feeding clouds was small, and the
correlation between the terminal velocity of the cloud parti-
cle and the reflectivity factor was poor because the seeders
had just entered the top of the feeding clouds and the seeding
effect had just begun.

If the region between the upper and lower clouds, i.e., the
HD region, is regarded as a whole layer, the correlation co-
efficient between the average terminal velocity of cloud par-
ticles in this layer and the reflectivity factors of the range
gate in the seeding period (t2) (called the non-autocorrelation
coefficient because the terminal velocity of cloud particles
and the reflectivity factor in the non-HD region are rela-
tively independent at this time) was calculated, and the non-
autocorrelation coefficient profile in Fig. 6b was obtained. It
shows that above the height of the HD region, the positive
correlation between the average terminal velocity of cloud
particles and the reflectivity factor of each layer of the seed-
ing cloud increased as the height decreased, indicating that
the terminal velocity of cloud particles in the HD region was
mainly affected by the reflectivity factor of the lower layer
of the seeding cloud. The larger the reflectivity factor of the
lower layer of the seeding cloud, the larger the velocity of
cloud particles in the HD region, which conforms to physical
principles. As the height decreased to the base of the feed-
ing cloud, the non-autocorrelation coefficient decreased from
0.4 to −0.2, indicating that the average terminal velocity of
cloud particles in the HD region was only positively corre-
lated with the reflectivity factor near the top of the feeding
cloud; that is, cloud particles in the HD region only affect the
clouds near the top of the feeding cloud but have little effect
on the lower part of the feeding cloud. This shows that the
reflectivity factor in the middle and lower part of the feed-
ing cloud had little correlation with the terminal velocity of
cloud particles in the HD region.

The autocorrelation coefficient profile in the t3 period is
shown in Fig. 6c, which shows that as the height decreased
from the middle of the HD region (∼ 5 km) to the upper part
of the feeding clouds (∼ 3.1 km), the autocorrelation coeffi-
cient increased from 0.2 to 0.5, and the increase in the reflec-
tivity factor and correlation coefficient was smaller than that
of the t2 period at the same detection height, which indicates
that the particle diameter continued to increase as the height
decreased, while the impact of seeding on feeding clouds
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Table 4. The characteristic parameters of the seeder–feeder processes of bilayer stratiform clouds from 2021 to 2022.

Type Time THSC BHSC THFC HD t1 t2 t3 Phase of feeding Precipitation
(km) (km) (km) (km) (min) (min) (min) cloud base state

I 29 Nov 2021 10.23 6.00 5.20 0.80 101.5 91.3 114.9 Rain Yes
6 Feb 2022 8.20 5.10 4.30 0.80 40.2 98.2 44 Ice No
6 Feb 2022 8.43 5.61 4.86 0.75 49.1 113.9 33.6 Snow Yes
30 Apr 2022 9.21 5.80 4.84 0.96 73.6 65.1 34.1 Rain (virga) No
16 Nov 2022 8.79 5.71 4.77 0.94 23.7 36.3 9.0 Rain (virga) No

II 23 Jan 2021 9.45 6.12 4.50 1.62 80.3 59.6 29.5 Rain (virga) No
10 Mar 2021 11.04 7.21 6.06 1.15 67.9 138.0 45.3 Rain Yes
31 Mar 2022 10.02 7.74 6.25 1.49 30.3 30.9 23.3 Mixed phase No
4 Jun 2022 10.23 6.99 5.43 1.56 15.7 41.7 13.4 Rain Yes

III 24 Apr 2022 10.62 9.26 8.15 1.11 30.0 103.1 41.8 Rain Yes
8 Nov 2022 10.65 8.04 5.82 2.22 35.8 47.0 17.5 Rain Yes

Table 5. Statistical results of characteristic parameters of the three types of seeder–feeder processes.

Type Samples Variable THSC BHSC THFC HD t1 t2 t3
(km) (km) (km) (km) (min) (min) (min)

I 5 Mean 8.97 5.64 4.79 0.85 58 81 47
RMSE 0.51 0.09 0.08 0.01 741 747 1282

II 4 Mean 10.18 7.02 5.56 1.46 60 68 28
RMSE 0.33 0.34 0.47 0.03 452 1756 134

III 2 Mean 10.64 8.65 6.99 1.67 33 75 30
RMSE 0.00025 0.37 1.36 0.31 8 787 148

was limited due to insufficient seeding. The reflectivity fac-
tor reached its maximum within the detection height range of
1–2 km, although the correlation coefficient did not increase
synchronously but oscillated and decreased, indicating that
the increase in the reflectivity factor was caused not only by
the increase in the particle diameter, but also by the increase
in the particle number. As seen in Fig. 6d, there was no clear
correlation relationship between the non-autocorrelation co-
efficients and the reflectivity factor in the t3 period.

In generally, the effect of seeding clouds on feeding clouds
was mainly manifested in the middle and upper part of feed-
ing clouds, that is, the seeding effect activities at the effective
seeding depth. During the seeding period, the cloud parti-
cle diameter was small (low reflectivity factor) from the top
of the feeding clouds upward to the 1 km height. From the
top to bottom in the ESD region, the cloud particle diam-
eter increased (the reflectivity factor increased), indicating
that seeding mainly occurred at this depth. After the end of
seeding, the continuous influence of the seeding process in
the feeding clouds can be understood as the delay of seeding
benefits and can also be understood as the seeding process
inside the feeding clouds, that is, the seeding of the middle
part of the feeding clouds to their lower part.

4 Statistical characteristics

To reveal the characteristics of the seeder–feeder process of
bilayer clouds over the Shaanxi–Guanzhong Plain, China,
the observation results by the MMCR from winter to the
next spring from 2021 to 2022 were analyzed,because a large
range of compact and stable stratiform clouds often appear
in the region during these seasons. During the observation
period, the MMCR observed 11 cases of seeder–feeder pro-
cesses of stratiform clouds. Table 4 lists the time of seeder–
feeder processes, the THSC, the BHSC, the THFC, the HD,
t1, t2, t3, the phase of the feeding cloud base and precipita-
tion conditions on the ground. According to the precipitation
records observed by the ground rain gauge, Table 4 shows
that there are six cases with precipitation occurrences (one
with snowfall) after the seeder–feeder process occurred. In
four cases, the base height of feeding clouds dropped to about
560 m, and the radial velocity at the cloud base was in the
range of −2 to −3 ms−1; these cloud particles were liquid,
so virga (drizzle that does not fall to the ground) was likely
at the base of the feeding clouds. The process on 31 March
2022, the reflectivity factor of the middle and lower part of
the feeding clouds increased after seeding and the cloud par-
ticles mainly moved down. However, due to the high height
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Figure 7. The distributions of probability density with height of the reflectivity factor in the three types of seeder–feeder processes before
(t1), during (t2) and after (t3) seeding. Type I (five cases) is in the left column (a1–a3), type II (four cases) is in the middle column (b1–b3),
and type III (two cases) is in the right column (c1–c3). Note that the HD of type I is thin and low in height, the HD of type II is thick and
slightly higher in height, and the HD of type III is thick and the highest in height.

of the cloud base (about 3.9 km), the retrieved cloud phase
was mixed phase, and no precipitation was observed by the
ground rain gauge.

Based on the characteristic parameters of seeding and
feeding clouds listed in Table 4, the seeder–feeder process
can be generally divided into three types according to the
THSC and HD. The seeding process of type I had a low
seeding height (BHSC< 6 km) and a small HD (HD≤ 1 km),
type II had a higher seeding height (6 km≤BHSC< 8 km)
and a larger HD (HD≥ 1 km), and type III also had a
higher seeding height (BHSC≥ 8 km) and a larger HD
(HD≥ 1 km). Table 5 shows the characteristic parameter dis-
tributions of these three types of the seeder–feeder processes.
The average thickness of the HD in type I was 0.85 km, the
average length of seeding time t2 was 81 min and the aver-
age duration of seeding effect time t3 was 47 min (the longest
among the three types of seeder–feeder processes). The aver-
age HD thickness of type III was the deepest (1.67 km), and
the duration of seeding time t2 and seeding effect duration t3
were longer than those of type II.

In order to expose the internal mechanism of the seeder–
feeder process, the distributions of probability density with
height (DPDHs) for the reflectivity factor, radial velocity,
spectral width, particle terminal velocity and vertical velocity
of airflow in these three seeder–feeder types were calculated
and plotted. Figure 7a1, b1 and c1 show the differences in the

distribution of the reflectivity factor with height in the three
types before seeding. The differences in the HD and its height
before seeding are clearly shown, and the reflectivity factor
of feeding clouds before seeding was small. Figure 7a2, b2
and c2 clearly show that the reflectivity factor of both seed-
ing and feeding clouds increased during the seeding period;
in particular, the cloud base height of the feeding clouds
decreased significantly, indicating that the development of
feeding clouds caused by seeding is likely to cause precip-
itation. After seeding, the reflectivity factor of the seeding
clouds weakened and their thickness thinned (and even dis-
appeared in type III), but the lower part of feeding clouds
continued to develop (in Fig. 7a3, b3 and c3), especially in
type I. The above shows that when the HD was small and its
height was low (type I), the seeding clouds had the greatest
influence on the feeding clouds because, in this case, the dis-
tance between the seeding and the feeding clouds was short
and the seeders were easily able to affect the feeding clouds.

The cloud particle radial velocity detected by the MMCR
was the actual motion velocity of cloud particles in the
clouds, which can be understood as the synthesis velocity
of the vertical airflow velocity and the terminal velocity of
cloud particles. The DPDHs of radial velocity are plotted in
Fig. 8 and show a weak rising movement in the upper part
of the seeding clouds before seeding in the three types, while
the weak sinking movement appeared in the lower part. In
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Figure 8. The distributions of probability density with the height of the radial velocity in the three types of seeder–feeder processes before
(t1), during (t2) and after (t3) seeding.

Figure 9. The distribution of probability density with heights of the spectral width in the three types of seeder–feeder processes before (t1),
during (t2) and after (t3) seeding.
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Figure 10. The distribution of probability density with height of the particle terminal velocity in the three types of seeder–feeder processes
before (t1), during (t2) and after (t3) seeding.

the feeding clouds, a weak subsidence existed consistently
and was slightly larger near the ground. In general, the ra-
dial velocity of most cloud particles in seeding and feeding
clouds maintained a sinking motion, and the sinking motion
increased with decreasing detection height. The radial veloc-
ity of cloud particles in seeding and feeding clouds remained
the same as before seeding. However, after seeding, the sink-
ing radial velocity of cloud particles decreased (and subsi-
dence motion increased) in both the seeding and the feed-
ing clouds of type I, the same as for types II and III. In the
meantime, the seeding clouds disappeared in type III (con-
sistent with Fig. 7c3). The most important feature is that the
radial velocity of cloud particles increased with the decrease
in height from before seeding to the seeding process and after
seeding for the three types of seeder–feeder processes. After
seeding, the radial velocity of cloud particles in the lower
part of the feeding clouds increased significantly.

The spectral width detected by the MMCR reflects the
distribution range of the cloud particle velocity. The larger
value indicates the larger change in cloud particle velocity,
while the smaller value indicates uniform cloud particle ve-
locity. Figure 9 shows the DPDHs of spectral width in the
three types of seeding and feeding clouds. The figure shows
that the spectral width of most seeding and feeding clouds
was less than 0.4 m s−1 and the distribution of particle spec-
tral width in type I was the narrowest (most of them were

less than 0.2 ms−1). Moreover, the spectral width did not
change significantly before and during seeding (in Fig. 9a1
and a2), but it became significantly narrower after seeding
(in Fig. 9a3), which indicates a relative uniformity of the ve-
locity of cloud particles. That was consistent with the DPDHs
of the radial velocity with height as shown in Fig. 8a3. The
spectral width of types II and III was wider than that of
type I. The maximum of the spectral width reached more
than 1.6 ms−1, and the spectral width in the feeding clouds
was wider than that in the seeding clouds; i.e., the velocity
of cloud particles in the feeding clouds was significantly dif-
ferent. In the process of seeding, the spectral width of cloud
particles for types II and III became significantly wider (in
Fig. 9b2 and c2), which is evidence of the seeding effect
resulting in a wide velocity distribution of cloud particles
within the feeding clouds. After seeding, the spectral width
in feeding clouds of type II and III remained relatively wide
(in Fig. 9b3 and c3). In the HD area, the spectral width was
wider in type II and III than in type I during seeding, which
may portend a wider distribution of the cloud particle diame-
ter in types II and III. While in the top of the feeding clouds,
there was a small spectral width for the three types of seeder–
feeder processes, which indicates the relative uniformity of
the cloud particle velocity and the narrow distribution of the
cloud particle diameter.
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Figure 11. The distribution of probability density with height of the vertical velocity of airflow in the three types of seeder–feeder processes
before (t1), during (t2) and after (t3) seeding.

Figure 12. Autocorrelation coefficient profiles (red line) between the cloud particle terminal velocity and reflectivity factor (blue line) during
seeding (t2) for type I (a), type II (b) and type III (c).

The terminal velocity of cloud particles is the result of sub-
tracting the vertical airflow velocity from the radial velocity.
As shown in Fig. 10, the DPDHs of the particle terminal ve-
locity in the three types of seeding and feeding clouds varied.
In general, the particle terminal velocity of the three types
was primarily distributed in the range of −0.5 to −2 ms−1,
and the distribution of the particle terminal velocity during
the seeding process (t2) and after the seeding process (t3)

was wider than that before the seeding (t1). In the seeding
process, the particle terminal velocity distribution was the
widest; the maximum velocities in type II and III were ap-
proximately −6 and −8 ms−1, respectively. The large par-
ticle terminal velocity was located at the lower part of the
feeding clouds after the seeding for the three types, which
was likely to be caused by the seeding effect increasing the
cloud particle diameter in the feeding clouds. Then, under
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Figure 13. Schematic diagram of the natural seeder–feeder process and related parameter distribution.

the action of gravity, the descending velocity of cloud par-
ticles increased and even rainfall occurred (type III). Dur-
ing the seeding period of the three types (in Fig. 10a2, b2
and c2), the particle terminal velocity increased slightly with
the descending height from the HD to the top of the feeding
clouds, indicating that the size of seeders in the HD region
increased during the descending process and when they en-
tered the upper part of the feeding clouds, which reflected
the seeding effect of seeders. In the middle to lower part of
the feeding clouds, the distribution of the particle terminal
velocity was wide, which may be caused by the development
of the feeding clouds itself. After the end of the seeding in
the three types (in Fig. 10a3, b3 and c3), the particle terminal
velocity increased in the middle and lower part of the feeding
clouds, which can be understood as the delay of the seeding
effect reaching the lower part of the feeding clouds during
the seeding period.

The distribution of vertical velocity airflow in clouds is a
reflection of the dynamic structure of clouds. The airflow in
stratiform clouds is usually slow, and the diameter and con-
centration of cloud particles change little. Figure 11 shows
the DPDHs of the vertical velocity of airflow in the three
types of seeding and feeding clouds. It shows that updraft and
downdraft existed simultaneously in the clouds. The vertical
velocity of airflow in the upper part of the seeding clouds
was slightly larger than that in the lower part, which trans-
ported water vapor needed for the growth of ice particles and
increased the probability of collision between particles. The
updraft velocity at the top of the feeding clouds was also
slightly greater than that at the base. There were slight dif-
ferences between the three types of seeder–feeder processes,
among which types I and II were dominated by weak updrafts
before, during and after seeding and the HD region was also
dominated by weak updrafts; the updrafts were mainly dis-
tributed in the range of 0–1 ms−1 (probability density greater
than 20 %). The probability density of strong or weak up-
draft (greater than 1 ms−1 or less than 0 ms−1) was less than
20 %. For type III, before and during seeding, the DPDHs for
the vertical velocity of airflow was similar to that of types I
and II, but after seeding, the large downdraft appeared in

the HD region and the middle and lower part of the feed-
ing clouds. Figure 10c3 also shows that the cloud particles
in the lower part of the feeding clouds mainly moved down,
and the reflectivity factor showed that precipitation appeared
at the base of the feeding clouds.

To understand the relationship between the cloud particle
variation and echo signal, the correlation coefficient between
the cloud particle terminal velocity and corresponding reflec-
tivity factor in the three types during seeder–feeder period
(t2) was calculated and then averaged according to different
categories. Based on the height corresponding to the aver-
age HD thickness of the three types of seeder–feeder pro-
cesses, the correlation coefficient profiles and average reflec-
tivity factor profiles of the corresponding categories were ob-
tained as shown in Fig. 12. The ESD regions are indicated
by cyan-shaded boxes; the height and thickness of the HD
layer in the three types continuously increase from type I to
type III, while the thickness of the ESD layer is in contrast.
The ESD region in type I was the thickest, and it was the
thinnest in type III, which leads to the conclusion that the
HD height was high and the thickness of the ESD region was
thin during seeding process. This process can be understood
as follows: when the HD layer is high, the cloud particles are
small (that is, light particles in weight), so their falling speed
is also small (see Fig. 10b2) and the depth of their falling
into the top layer of the feeding clouds is also shallow. On
the contrary, when the cloud particles in the HD layer are
larger (i.e., heavier), the height of the HD layer is lower, and
these particles would fall into the deeper region of the feed-
ing clouds, such as for type I.

Figure 12a shows more detail of the feeding clouds such
as the reflectivity factor increasing with the decrease in the
detection height and reaching a maximum value at 2 km, and
the correlation coefficient also increases with the increased
reflectivity factor. This indicates a close relationship between
the reflectivity factor and the particle terminal velocity. In
essence, when the particle terminal velocity was large, the
cloud particles had a large mass and large size and the re-
flectivity factor had to be large. Figure 10a2 also shows that
there was a certain proportion of cloud particles in the mid-
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dle and lower part of the ESD region with the large sinking
velocity. However, at the base of the feeding clouds, the re-
flectivity factor and the correlation coefficient decreased, in-
dicating that there was basically no seeding effect at the base
of feeding clouds during the t2 period. The reflectivity fac-
tor increased rapidly, but the correlation coefficient decreased
rapidly at the top of feeding clouds in type II. It is estimated
that because the seeders in the HD layer just fell into the top
of the feeding clouds, the number of cloud particles increased
at the top, but these particles did not have time to grow, so al-
though the reflectivity factor increased, the correlation coef-
ficient decreased rapidly. When the seeders drop to a certain
depth in the feeding clouds, interaction between cloud parti-
cles, such as collision, occurs, so the correlation coefficient
between the particle terminal velocity and reflectivity factor
increases synchronously. Below the ESD region, the correla-
tion coefficient decreased rapidly with the decrease in detec-
tion height, but the reflectivity factor continued to increase,
which was probably caused by the large number of particles
in the layer. In type III, as the seeders entered the ESD region,
the reflectivity factor increased rapidly with the decrease in
the detection height together with the correlation coefficient
increasing rapidly to the maximum. In the detection height
range of 5–3.5 km, the correlation coefficient decreased ob-
viously with the decrease in height, but the reflectivity factor
maintained a large value (about 10 dBZ), which indicates the
high concentration of cloud particles at this detection height.
In the lower part of the feeding clouds, the reflectivity factor
decreased with the decrease in height, while the correlation
coefficient increased, indicating that the particle terminal ve-
locity at this height also decreased. It is likely that the cloud
particles were so small that some of them evaporated, causing
both the reflectivity factor and the particle terminal velocity
to decrease simultaneously. In general, the depth the seed-
ers fell into the feeding clouds was limited, and the lower
the height and thinner the HD layer, the lower the height and
thicker the thickness of the ESD region.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, the data of bilayer stratiform clouds in winter
to the next spring detected by the MMCR were investigated,
and the seeder–feeder process in the bilayer clouds was ob-
served in Xi’an, China. By defining the key parameters of
the seeding and feeding clouds, such as the HD between the
bilayer cloud and the ESD of the feeding clouds, the calcula-
tion method of DPDH and the analysis method of the corre-
lation coefficient profile between the cloud particle terminal
velocity and the reflectivity factor were adopted. The results
show that (1) during the 11 cases of the seeder–feeder pro-
cess in the bilayer cloud, the seeding effect had a significant
impact on the macro- and micro-parameters of the feeding
clouds, which was mainly manifested in the seeding effect
causing a significant increase in the reflectivity factor and

the terminal velocity of cloud particles in the feeding clouds.
Therefore, it was speculated that the seeding effect caused
a significant increase in the particle diameter of the feeding
clouds. (2) According to the distribution characteristics of
the ESD region thickness and height, the seeder–feeder pro-
cesses in bilayer clouds were divided into three types: type I
had a thin HD layer with low height, and its ESD region was
thick; type III had a thick HD layer with high height, and its
ESD region was thin; and the values of both the HD and the
ESD of type II were between types I and III. It can be inferred
that the lower the height and thinner the thickness of the HD
layer, the lower the height and thicker the thickness of the
ESD region, and vice versa. (3) According to the analysis re-
sults of 11 cases, the related parameter distributions of the
seeder–feeder process in bilayer clouds are shown in Fig. 13.
They show that, during the evolution of bilayer clouds, the
phenomenon of cloud particles from the lower part of the
upper-layer clouds seeding the lower-layer clouds occurred
against an appropriate weather background; that is, the dis-
tribution of airflow was unique with height and there was a
relatively obvious updraft at the top of the seeding clouds.
In the seeding layer (the HD layer and ESD region), the
downdraft and cloud particles were larger, and when there
was rainfall, the sinking motion at the base of the feeding
clouds was stronger. Furthermore, there was a small down-
flow region in the seeding and the feeding clouds but weak
updraft in the bilayer cloud. The seeding process can last up
to 2 h, but most seeding lasts for tens of minutes. Generally,
the seeding occurs at −25 to −10 °C in clouds. The seeding
effect influences the precipitation (rain or snow) intensity in
the feeding clouds, which will be shown in the results of sub-
sequent studies.
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